Abstract. Semantic web is a web of future. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is
Introduction
The volume of data on web is growing day by day. World Wide Web has necessitated the users to locate their desired information resources and to assess their usage patterns [1] . The need for building server side and client side intelligent systems can mine for knowledge in a successful manner. Semantic web is the extension of the current web where semantics of information and services on the web are defined. Semantic web makes it possible for the web to understand and satisfy the requests of people and machines to use the web content [2] . The advancement of the semantic web has given rise to different problems related with it. One of the problems associated with semantic web is the duplicate query results. Multiple data sources referring to the same real entity leads to the problem of duplicate query results. A duplicate can be defined as; the exact same syntactic terms and sequences without formatting differences and layout changes. The current SQL-based approach to query Resource Description Framework RDF data on semantic web does not handle the problem of duplicate query results generated from multiple data sources [3] .
In existing techniques [3, 4] duplicate query results are removed by computing and comparing the hash index of query results. The major drawback of using the hash index to remove duplicate query results is that, if there is a slight change in formatting or word order, then hash index is changed. Also the query results are no more considered as duplicate even though they have same contents. This paper presented a technique to remove duplicate query results. It depends on distribution of document sizes and hash collisions will not be detected among documents of same sizes with slight change in formatting. The use of document size comparison along with hash value reduced the problems of using the hash index for duplicate detection. This technique has very low computational cost, reduced memory requirements of the system and can easily be embedded in existing SQL-Based query system of semantic web.
Related Work
In [5] author presented a novel technique for the estimation of the degree of similarity among pairs of documents. The approach was called shingling, which does not rely on any linguistic knowledge other than the ability to tokenize documents into a list of words, i.e., it is merely syntactic. In shingling, all word sequences of the adjacent words are extracted. If two documents contain the same set of shingles they are considered to be equivalent. If their sets of shingles appreciably overlap, then they are exceedingly similar. In order to reduce the set of shingles to a reasonably small size, authors employed an unbiased deterministic sampling technique that reduces the storage requirements for retaining information about each document. This also reduces the computational effort of comparing documents. The experiment was done on a set of 30 million web pages obtained from an AltaVista crawl. These pages were grouped into the clusters of extremely similar documents. A Compact features for the detection of near-duplicates in distributed retrieval is presented in [6] . In [7] , author describes an approach to distinguish between different URLs having similar texts. For computer networks and ISDN systems [8] author describes an effective crawling through URL ordering. In [9] , author describes an approach to find replicated web collections. Materialized view on oracle is presented in [10] .
In [4] author proposed a pass-through architecture via hash techniques to remove duplicate query results. The system involved to receive the query from the user and issue the user query to a first data source. After receiving the result of first query from the first data source, the hash index is calculated for the first query result and result is passed to the user. Then the system further receives the results of second query and calculates the hash index of second query result. The first hash value is compared with the second hash value to check for the duplicate query results. If there is any hash collision then the first data source is queried to receive the results of second query, and if first data source contains data against second query then second query result is considered duplicated and discarded.
In [3] , author proposed a SQL table function RDF_MATCH to query RDF data, which can search and infer from RDF data available on the semantic web. It also enables further processing by using standard SQL constructs [11] [12] [13] . The structure of the RDF_MATCH function [14] [15] [16] enables it to capture a graph pattern to be searched, RDF model and rule bases consisting of RDF data to be queried, and then provide the query results based on inference rules [17] [18] [19] . The RDF_MATCH function is implemented by generating SQL queries against tables that contain RDF data.
Methodology
Subject-property matrix materialized join views and indexes on data and rule bases are used to improve efficiency and further kernel enhancements have been provided to reduce the run time overheads [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . This query scheme efficiently retrieved RDF data on semantic web but did not handle the duplicate query results problem.
 Step1: Issuing first query to first data source
In this very first step the system receives a first query from the user as input, after receiving the first query the system passes that query to the first data source to get the first query results in output.
 Step2: Computation of the hash index and page size of first query result In second step after receiving the results from first data source, we compute the hash index of the result. After computing the hash index we compute the page size of the first query result, then the calculated values of hash index and page size of first query result are stored in hash table along with the pointer to first data source. After storing this information in hash table the first query result is passed to the user.
 Step3: Issuing second query to second data source In third phase of this process the system receives a second query from the user as input, after receiving the second query the system pass that query to second data source to get the second query results in output.
 Step4: Computation of the hash index and page size of second query result In fourth step after receiving the results from second data source, we compute the hash index of the result. After computing the hash index we compute the page size of the second query result, then the calculated values of hash index and page size of second query result are stored in hash table along with the pointer to second data source.
 Step5: Comparison of hash indexes
In this step the system proceeds by comparing the hash indexes of first and second query results. If the first hash index collides with the second hash index, then the first data source is queried for the results of the second query. If the first data source contains data in response to second query then second query results are considered as duplicate and are discarded.
 Step6: Comparison of page sizes
In this phase we see, if the first and second hash indexes are not same then the page sizes of first and second query results are compared if the page sizes of first and second query results are same or vary within the threshold of 0 to 50 kb then the first data source is queried for the results of second query. If the first data source contains data in response to second query then second query results are considered as duplicate and are discarded.
Algorithm
The modified processing steps for the approach [3] can be written in an algorithmic form as under. 
ALGORITHM:

Query Handling
The detailed description for the process is as under: The proposed algorithm involves receiving the first query from the user and issuing the user query to a first data source. After receiving the result of first query from the first data source the hash index and page size is calculated for the first query result and result is passed to the user. Then the system further receives the results of second query and calculates the hash index and page size of second query result. The first hash value is compared with the second hash value to check for duplicate query results. If there is any hash collision then the first data source is queried to receive the results of second query, and if first data source contains data against second query then second query result is considered duplicate and is discarded. If the first and second hash indexes are not same then the first page size is compared with second page size. If the page sizes are same or vary within the threshold of 0 to 50 kb then again the first data source is queried to receive the results of second query. And if first data source contains data against second query then second query result is considered as duplicate and is discarded. The proposed technique is an enhancement of SQL-Based scheme to query RDF data on semantic web; it extends its functionality to remove duplicate query results.
Results
Now we shall give the results of our proposed technique. The success of the proposed technique depends on the distribution of the document sizes and hash collisions will not be detected among documents of same size with slight changes in formatting and word order. We performed an experiment on data set of 16 web pages collected randomly; the links of collected web pages are given in following tables. We calculated the values of hash index and page sizes of data set. Then we run our proposed algorithm on this data set which updates formatting and word order of web pages. Again, we computed the values of hash index and page sizes of same data set. Following tables (1, 2) and graphs (1, 2) showed the results of computed values and their variations. In graph 1 the thick line represents the hash indexes of original web pages, and thin line represents the page size values of original web pages. In graph 2 the thick line represents the hash values of collected web pages after formatting changes, while the thin line shows the values of page sizes of web pages after formatting changes. By the comparison of both graphs it is concluded that the page size values of web pages remain the same after formatting changes as shown by thin line in graph 1 and graph 2, while the hash indexes are changed with formatting changes in the web pages as shown by the thick lines in graph 1 and graph 2. So the above graphs show that with formatting changes of web pages the page sizes remain similar while the values of hash indexes changed even though the contents of web pages are similar. It is concluded that using the page size comparison along with hash index solve the problems of just using the hash index for duplicate detection. It does not make the system computationally complex, reduces the memory requirements of the system and can easily be embedded in existing SQL-Based query system of semantic web.
Conclusions
A technique to remove the duplicate query results on semantic web using hash index and page size comparison has been presented in this paper. The proposed technique involves receiving the query from the user and issuing the user query to a first data source. After receiving the result of first query from the first data source the hash index and page size are calculated for the first query result and result is passed to the user. Then the system further receives the results of second query and calculates the hash index and page size of second query result. The first hash value is compared with the second hash value to check for the duplicate query results. If there is any hash collision then the first data source is queried to receive the results of second query, and if first data source contains data against second query then second query result is considered as duplicate and is discarded. If the first and second hash indexes are not same then the first page size is compared with second page size. If the page sizes are same or vary within the threshold of 0 to 50 kb then again the first data source is queried to receive the results of second query, and if first data source contains data against second query then second query result is considered duplicate and is discarded.
Future Recommendations
It is concluded that using the page size comparison along with hash index solve the problems of just using the hash index for duplicate detection. It does not make the system computationally complex, reduces the memory requirements of system. The proposed technique is an enhancement of SQL-Based scheme to query RDF data on semantic web; it further extends its functionality to remove duplicate query results.
Research can be carried out for certain flexibilities in existing SQL-Based query system of semantic web to accommodate other duplicate detection techniques as well. The concept of optimizing self-join queries that usually occur when querying RDF data can improve the efficiency of query processing in semantic web.
